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Instructions to Assemble 

1. Assemble metal frame so that matching red numbers are together. 

Always tighten and unscrew red top screw only. 

2. Put rings (20) on metal frame before screwing it together. __ 

Ptlt <on 1,:. the l green : wire :,.aiso before 
has left and right ends marked. 

screwing frame together. Wire 

See diagram below for arrangement of metal frame, rings and wire. 
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3. Hang the frame from the ceiling using the 6 S-hooks and chain 

provided. The frame needs to be from the 

the floor. See diagram below for arrangement of S-hooks and chains 

4. Put the 20 curtain hooks into the back of mural in space marked 

with red. Hang the mural up by putting the hooks onto the rings. 

Spread out the mural. 

5. Put the other 20 curtain hooks into white loose curtain in spaces 

marked with red. Hang it onto the same rings along the back of 

the mural .. 



6. Please iron the blue green gauze if it is crushed. Be careful 

of the fish which are sewn on. Keep them flat. 

Hang the 4 pieces of gauze over the green wire. The gauze should 

be place left to right in order 1,2,3,4. The gauze numbers are 

written on the back of the fish. The fish are on the part of gauze 
which reaches to floor. 
One end of the gauze should reach the floor then over the green 

wire, across to the front metal frame and hang down over it. 

7. Standing in front of gauze, take short piece of gauze hanging 

over the front of the metal frame and swing it up to the left 

to form a wave. Do the same to all four pieces of gauze, making 

sure it's neat and looks wavy. The end of each piece should 

rest on the gauze to its left between the metal frame and green 

wire. See diagram below. 

8. In front of everything, put the map of Africa with the South . 
of Af(nca nearest the 

about f 5c.JrJ;, fr.om 

gauze. · The so:1thern end of Afica is M Id { d. f 
tctch chaiii ,s bolfa:J To_ c2.,.frl111 c;;tof 011 !YPf• 0 71 e. 0 · 

the ga1.:-ze. h. Hook the loose ends of the 
C?hQ/1) IS {k~()ed 01\ top, 

3 heavy chains to the 3 S-hooks supporting the back of the frame. 



9. Droop the center and right chains and hang onto green wire with 

S-hooks. There is a red dot on green wire where the S-hooks 

should be; the center chain will pass between gauzes 2 and 3; 

and the right chain will pass between gauzes 3 and 4. The 

left chain is hooked to back but not onto the green wire 

See diagram below. , 
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10. 
~Iha.+ (f 1910-/Ae. def+h o't /,ponrnap. 

Heap dirt ,into map of Africa?! (cut fin pl:ers of your le f t hand 

and bleed onto dirt J 
11. Please use dif'ffuse •>lighti:n:g,, a:t ~•t:S.e back of the mural. 

I hope that you can follow these instructions without too much 

difficulty. Hope you heal soon, Thanks, 

Winsom 

Note: emra hooks and rings have been included 
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Instructions to Dis-assemble 

1. Take down the green gauze and fold it so the fish remain flat. 

2. Remove the 3 chains from the back frame and off the green wire. 

3. Take the 2 S-hooks off the green wire and put them into hook bag. 

4o Put the earth from Africa into the dirt bag. 

5. Unfasten the 3 bolts holding the chains to Africa. Re-fasten 

the bolts onto the loose end of chains. 

6. Two people are needed to take down the mural. Remove the hooks 

from the back of the fabric and put them into hook bag. 

Fold mural (frontside inward) then put into plastic bag along 

with the folded gauze • . 

7. Take down the white background. Remove the hooks and put them 

into hook bag. Fold white background and put it into plastic bag 

with other fabric. Put plastic bag with fabric into box. 

8. Two people are needed to take the frame down off S- hooks. Put 

S-hooks and chain into hook bag. 

9. Loosen but 4on't take out the red screws. Separate the sections 
.,t_ ~C.;..11...10-? . 01'.\ 

of the metal frame and hand tighten~the~$9cti&Rs w€ metal frame. 

Take off the rings and put them into hook bag . (One group of 

rings will stay on metai section because of a connector at both 

ends) 

10. Put 111etal framesections into box, put curved end into long 

part of box first. 

11. Put Africa in to box and stuff with crumpled newspaper to 

keep it stable. bCLO 1·Jo~bo1'aQSO. 
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